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LO: To sequence events and recognise the features of a myth. 
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1.Cut out the pictures of the events of the myth. Put them in the right chronological 
order. Then cut out the text boxes and match the correct text to the pictures.  

Jupiter sent a flock of ravens to mark 

the spot fixed by Destiny for the 

building of the sacred city. An acorn 

dropped from the claw of one bird and 

fell to earth. The brothers, however, were 

too busy arguing to notice where it fell. 

Romulus and Remus were carried naked 

in a basket to the banks of the Tiber. 

The servants set the basket down on the 

muddy shore and watched till the 

swollen river swirled the children away 

with the terrifying force of the flood. 

Rhea Silvia could not resist Mars. 

Finding she was pregnant, she tried to 

hide her secret, but soon her slim figure 

grew as round as a sail. 

A herdsman found them. Out one day 

hunting the wolves who threatened his 

livestock, he found two big, squalling 

baby boys, pink and brawling in a 

wolf-den, and took them home. 

The wolf opened wide her grinny jaws, 

seized on first Romulus, then Remus, 

and ran with them to her lair. There she 

dropped them among the soft, tumbling 

fur of her hungry cubs. 

Remus jumped the wall. A whole section 

slumped down in a landslide of rocks 

and pebbles. Romulus lifted the boulder 

and brought it down on his brother’s 

head.  

An army of men were building a city for 

themselves. How can there be a city 

without women? Where do they hope to 

find sons and daughters? 

The gods looked on with distaste. How 

could the destiny of an empire rest on 

the shoulders of such men? "They were 

fools to quarrel," Jupiter said. 
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2.This checklist shows some of the features of myths. 

Decide if the features can be found in the myth of Romulus and Remus. If you think 
they can, give examples from the story. 

A myth Example from the myth: 

includes a setting in 
the distant past e.g. 
an ancient city; 

 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

includes mortal and 
immortal characters; 

 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

includes heroes;  

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

includes heavens or 
an underworld; 

 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

includes an 
explanation of how 
something started; 

 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

provides many 
different parts to the 
plot. 

 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

 


